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Rocky Top BioBlitz 
Guide to getting started with iNaturalist 

Overview 

Today, you are a citizen scientist! Help us find out what flora and fauna inhabit the campus of University 

of Tennessee Knoxville by collecting real scientific data at our first annual campus BioBlitz! You can 

help by making observations of plants, animals, insects, fungi, and any other living thing with your 

smartphone and the app iNaturalist. Your observation will be identified by our team and others through 

the iNaturalist platform, so make sure that your photos are excellent quality!  

This BioBlitz is in cooperation with Discover Life in America (dlia.org). 

Setting up  

Get the app: Install the iNaturalist app from the App Store or Google Play. 

Register: Follow prompts in the app to set it up and register with iNaturalist. 

Join our project: Join our iNaturalist project so that you can tag it when you 

add new observations. Go to menu ( ) and Projects and search ( ) for the 

term “rocky top”, then select the project called Rocky Top BioBlitz – UTK & 

DLIA (link). Now click Join at the top of the page to join the project. 

Adding observations on  

Through the app (will vary slightly on Apple iOS or Android OS):  

1. Open app and tap Observe (bottom, center). 

2. Take photo (if photo is blurry, tap RETRY), then tap Next or OK to 

proceed with current photo. 

3. From here, you can add more photos by tapping the + or  symbol. 

4. You can add an ID or let iNaturalist’s AI make a suggestion by tapping 

What did you see? 

5. Add notes (optional), such as “found under a log” or “eating an acorn” by tapping Notes. 

6. Make sure that a location is present next to the icon (or tap to add one). 

7. Click on Projects and select “Rocky Top BioBlitz – UTK & DLIA” (note: you must have joined the 

project for it to show up in the list here; see above to join). 

8. Tap Share or the icon to submit your observation. 

Through the web: You can add observations from your digital camera through iNaturalist’s web 

platform (https://inaturalist.org) by clicking  (upper right). You’ll have to manually add in the 

location for your observations. Don’t forget to select “Rocky Top BioBlitz – UTK & DLIA” under Projects.  
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Tips & troubleshooting 

• To make the life-form in your observation easier to identify, take multiple photos from different 

angles and/or of different parts of the organism (like the leaves and bark of a tree). 

• Enable location services on your phone (in the phone’s settings menu) so that location can 

automatically be added to your observations. 

• Make sure to join the project Rocky Top BioBlitz – UTK & DLIA (link) before adding 

observations, otherwise our project will not show up under Projects in the observation screen. 

• Forgot to tag our project in an observation? No problem: you can add it afterwards by 

editing your observation. 

• You can make iNaturalist observations while offline (no data connection or Wi-Fi signal), but 

you may need to perform a “refresh” from your observations page once you return to a signal 

area to submit your observations to iNaturalist’s server. Also, iNaturalist won’t be able to make 

ID suggestions without a data connection. 
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